In the context of uniform random mappings of an n-element s e t to itself, Aldous and Pitman 1994 established a functional invariance principle, showing that many n ! 1 limit distributions can be described as distributions of suitable functions of re ecting Brownian bridge. To study non-uniform cases, in this paper we f o r m ulate a sampling invariance principle in terms of iterates of a xed number of random elements. We show that the sampling invariance principle implies many, but not all, of the distributional limits implied by the functional invariance principle. We g i v e direct veri cations of the sampling invariance principle in two successive generalizations of the uniform case, to p-mappings where elements are mapped to i.i.d. non-uniform elements and P-mappings where elements are mapped according to a Markov matrix. We compare with parallel results in the simpler setting of random trees.
Introduction
A function M from the n-element s e t n : = f1; 2; : : : ; n g to itself, in this context called a mapping, induces a digraph on vertex-set n whose edges are i; Mi; i2 n . From a random function M we g e t a r a n d o m d igraph, and the subject of random mappings concerns exact and asymptotic properties of such random graphs, most commonly under the uniform model where M is uniform on all n n mappings 10, 30, 3 4 , 39 , but also under various non-uniform models. Saying M is uniform is equivalent t o s a ying that M1; M 2; : : : ; M n are independent uniform on n , so a natural non-uniform model can be de ned by requiring M1; M 2; : : : ; M n t o be independent with some general probability distribution p on n . Such p-mappings are the subject of both classical and current research, reviewed brie y in Section 1.1. A more general model is to take M1; : : : ; M n independent o n n with probabilities PMi = j = p ij for some Markov matrix P = p ij ; call this a P-mapping. One might guess that some n ! 1 asymptotic results for uniform random mappings would extend to p-mappings or P-mappings, under appropriate conditions on the sequence p n or P n , o r to other models of non-uniform random mappings. The purpose of this paper is to set out a technical framework for studying such questions and specifying limit distributions.
Classical work on the uniform model focussed on speci c statistics of mappings, such as component sizes and cycle lengths, which in the uniform case scale as order n and order n 1=2 , and on joint distributions of such statistics 41 . As an extension, in the uniform model Aldous and Pitman 7 gave a Brownian bridge limit theorem which encompasses simultaneously limit distributions for many d i e r e n t statistics which scale as order n and order n 1=2 . That functional invariance principle, based on coding mappings as walks, is reviewed in Section 4. A drawback is that the statement of the functional invariance principle is complicated and seemingly rather arbitrary.
In Section 3 we i n troduce a more direct method for studying random mappings, which w e call the sampling invariance principle. This method is based on studying n ! 1 asymptotics of the iterates of a xed number of elements. Our central result is that a variety of asymptotic results extend from the uniform case to any model of non-uniform random mappings which satis es the sampling invariance principle. Theorem 15 formulates this generally, and then we s e t d o wn asymptotic distributional results more explicitly. P arallel results for random trees are simpler; we start by reviewing these in Section 2. The mathematical content of Theorem 15 and the parallel Proposition 7 for trees is that the sampling invariance principle can be reinterpreted as weak convergence of random functions, but using a weaker topology than is used in the functional invariance principle.
The essence of the sampling invariance principle is that, for xed k, the union of the orbits of k elements converges as n ! 1 , after rescaling to a random mapping with edge-lengths" G k whose distribution has a simple explicit form. Such random graphs with edge-lengths, which also arise in the context of trees Section 2.1, are perhaps of independent i n terest.
Our results are abstract" in that instead of starting from a speci c model, we are starting from the assumption that the model satis es the sampling invariance principle, and exploring the non-obvious implications of that principle. For illustration we g i v e t wo non-uniform random mapping models, which can be regarded as successive generalizations of the uniform model, and which can be shown directly to satisfy the sampling invariance principle. Theorem 25, proved in Section 6.1 as a simple consequence of Poisson approximation for the non-uniform birthday problem, establishes the sampling invariance principle for p-mappings under a natural condition. Then in Section 6.2 we indicate some conditions on P-mappings which i m p l y the sampling invariance principle. It seems likely that other models of nonuniform random mappings could be shown to satisfy the sampling invariance principle, and this is a natural topic for future research.
p-mappings and p-trees
Though our main results are not tied to a particular model of random mappings, our approach w as motivated by consideration of the p-mappings model. Older papers on that model focused on exact combinatorial properties related to Burtin's lemma 17, 3 2 , 47 see 45 for recent systematic discussion of combinatorial properties and on asymptotics in the special case where all but one of the p-values are equal 12, 4 0 , 4 8 . Asymptotics for general p were rst considered explicitly only recently, when O'Cinneide and Pokrovskii 42 p r o ved convergence of the rescaled height pro le to an unspeci ed limit our Corollary 19 reproves this and speci es the limit.
However, asymptotics for the closely related p-trees model of random trees Section 2.3b have been extensively studied 18, 1 1 , 9 , 8 . It has recently become clear that an e cient w ay to study p-mapping asymptotics is to exploit the Joyal bijection between marked trees and mappings, which enables one to deduce asymptotics for p-mappings from already known asymptotics for p-trees. This approach, to be developed elsewhere 6 , turns out to give stronger information about p-mappings than does the approach in this paper. But that method seems tied to the particular p-mappings model.
A nal remark on our methodology. The sampling invariance principle for random trees involving spanning subtrees of random vertices: Section 2.1 appears as part of the circle of ideas around the Brownian continuum random tree 4 , but is somewhat overshadowed by the stronger and more succinct functional invariance principle for trees Section 2.2. But in the context of mappings, studying the orbits of a xed number of vertices which is the essence of the sampling invariance principle is very natural and often easy; and it is the statement of the functional invariance principle which i s harder to interpret. That is why it seems worthwhile exploring the consequences of the sampling invariance principle.
Invariance principles for random trees
Consider the assertion For certain models of non-uniform random trees T on n , the n ! 1 asymptotic distributions of many statistics should be the same as for the uniform model. An invariance principle is a way of formalizing such an assertion. In this Section we g i v e a slightly new perspective o n s o m e k n o wn results. We e mphasize two apparently di erent w ays of thinking about asymptotics looking at spanning subtrees in Section 2.1; coding trees as walks in Section 2.2 and then describe carefully their relationship in Section 2.4. In Section 2.3 we recall hypotheses under which these invariance principles are true or conjectured.
Spanning subtrees and the sampling invariance principle
Consider a rooted tree T on vertex-set n . Take distinct vertices 1 ; : : : ; k and consider the spanning subtree on froot; 1 ; : : : ; k g. Relabel vertex i as i and unlabel other vertices, while still marking the root. Picture the resulting tree as on the left of gure 1. Take e a c h edge to have length 1; then delete unlabeled degree-2 vertices to obtain a tree with edge-lengths" where the edge-lengths are integers. Call this tree SPAN 1 ; : : : ; k ; T. For real c 0 write c SPAN 1 ; : : : ; k ; T for the tree obtained by m ultiplying all edge-lengths by c. F or asymptotics we a n ticipate getting a tree with edge-lengths" t as pictured on the right in gure 1. Such a t r e e t has the following properties.
i There is a degree-1 root, and k other leaves labeled by k .
ii It is a binary tree, with unlabeled degree-3 branchpoints.
iii Each edge has a strictly positive real length. Write T k for the set of such graphs. A tree t 2 T k can be speci ed by its shape pedantically, the shape is the equivalence class of isomorphic leaflabeled rooted trees-without-edge-lengths and by i t s 2 k , 1 edge-lengths. Inductively, t h e n umber of shapes equals 2k,3!! := 2k,32k,5 31 because the k'th leaf can be attached at 2k , 3 Note there is a natural notion of convergence in T k : t n ! t if shapet n = shapet ultimately and the edge-lengths converge. This convergence can be metrized. So convergence in distribution written d ! o f random trees with edge lengths means weak convergence with respect to the underlying metric.
By a weighted t r ee on vertices n w e mean a tree together with a probability distribution q = q i on the vertex-set n . Picture the q i as deterministic weights" on vertices, which for a random tree do not depend on the realization of the tree. We m a y consider the uniform distribution as a default" choice of q, but allowing more generality m a y be useful. In the context of n ! 1 asymptotics for such random weighted t r ees we a l w ays assume, without further mention, that the distributions q = q n satisfy max i q i ! 0 a s n ! 1 : The word sampling" is intended to convey the idea of spanning tree on randomly sampled vertices". Note that for nite n the tree SPAN 1 ; : : : ; k ; T might not be in T k , for instance if two of the i coincide. However, one can make sense of convergence in distribution of random objects X n even if the objects are well-de ned only on events A n with PA n ! 1 f o r i nstance by appending a ctitious state", and we adopt this view throughout the paper. Note that hypothesis 3 is exactly what is needed to ensure lim n P 1 ; : : : ; k distinct = 1.
Examples of models where De nition 1 is satis ed will be given shortly section 2.3, after we recall an alternative notion of invariance principle.
Coding trees as walks: the functional invariance principle
In a rooted ordered tree, the children of each v ertex are ordered as rst, second, third . . . . For a rooted ordered tree on n vertices there is a depthrst relabeling of the vertices as f0; 1; : : : ; n , 1g de ned as follows. Label the root as 0. Having labeled some vertex as i, g i v e label i + 1 t o i the rst child of i, i f a n y; else ii the rst not-yet-labeled child of parenti, if any; else iii the rst not-yet-labeled child of parentparenti; and so on. After thus relabeling vertices in depth-rst order, de ne a walk wi = heighti; 0 i n , 1 where the height of vertex i is its distance to the root. Note that the walk determines the tree, because vertex i is the next child of vertex maxfi 0 i : wi 0 = wi , 1g.
Given We shall shortly show Proposition 7 that the functional invariance principle implies the sampling invariance principle. But before continuing the theoretical development to show this, let us discuss some speci c models of random trees where these invariance principles are known or conjectured.
Models of non-uniform random trees
Model a. The uniform random rooted tree on n is a special case where has Poisson distribution of the CBPn model here CBP stands for conditioned b r anching process. This is the Galton-Watson branching process, with some o spring distribution satisfying E= 1 ; 0 2 := var 1 ; conditioned to have total size equal to n.
Theorem 4 The CBPn model with uniform weights q satis es the functional invariance principle with scaling constants n ,1=2 .
This was proved in 4 with a slightly di erent w alk coding, though it is easy to deduce the stated form. See 38 for a more direct proof and further references; and see 21, 22 for cases with in nite variance. Because of the special combinatorial structure of the CBPn model one can obtain more re ned results, for instance the local limit theorem corresponding to Corollary 10 20 . Model b. Given a probability distribution p on n , a p-tree 18, 45 is a r a n d o m r o o t e d t r e e T on vertex-set n whose distribution is de ned by 37 . It seems plausible that one can nd conditions on P that imply invariance principles, but this setting has apparently not been studied.
Relating the sampling and functional invariance principles
The De nition 3 and this alternate characterization of sampling invariance make it clear that the functional invariance principle does imply the sampling invariance principle. Proposition 7 is new, though the key underlying conceptual fact Lemma 8 is known; let us explain this fact rst.
Given f : 0 ; 1 ! 0; 1 and distinct fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u k g 0; 1, one can de ne a tree-with-edge-lengths tu 1 ; : : : ; u k ; f b y specifying i leaf i is at height distance from root fu i ; ii if u i u j then the branchpoint b e t ween the paths from the root to i and to j is at height min u i tu j ft.
We can make tu 1 ; : : : ; u k ; f i n to an ordered tree by giving the leaves i the order inherited from the natural order of the u i in 0; 1. Now let U 1 ; : : : ; U k be i.i.d. uniform 0; 1 random variables, independent of B exc . Recall T k from Section 2.1; we can make T k i n to an ordered tree by putting, independently at each branchpoint, the two edges leading away from the root into random order. 11 Using the fact that V i is independent of the permutation associating the U i with the V i , and the random ordering of branches within trees, we s e e that 11 implies 10. Conversely, since in 10 the trees t are ordered, from a realization of t w e can determine the permutation associating the U i with the V i , and it follows that 10 implies 11.
We h a ve n o w reformulated the sampling invariance principle as 11. Proposition 7 is a consequence of this reformulation, together with the following reformulation of -convergence. Note that in our setting the rst and last components of the vectors below are automatically tending to zero. X n t; X n V 1 ; inf V 1 tV 2 X n t; X n V 2 ; inf V 2 tV 3 X n t; : : : ; X n V k ; inf To visualize the distinction between the sampling and functional invariance principles, consider trees T n satisfying the functional invariance principle with respect to uniform weights. Take m = on and make t r e e ŝ T m+n by linking an arbitrary m-vertex treeT m to the root of T n . ThenT m+n will still satisfy the sampling invariance principle, but in general not the functional invariance principle. One can easily make examples where the convergence of maximum heights assertion in Corollary 11 fails forT m+n . In the random walk coding, the point is that the walk excursion forT m is vanishingly short and so is not noticed by L 0 convergence. At the technical level, if one knows that the weak invariance principle holds, then to prove the strong invariance principle one needs only to prove tightness of the rescaled walks in the Skorokhod metric. It would be interesting to nd useful su cient conditions for tightness in our random tree context. 3 Formulating the sampling invariance principle for random mappings
In a sense, the rest of the paper is devoted to describing the random mappings" analogs of the results for random trees in Section 2. The reader may wish rst to look at Section 6 for speci c models of random mappings. where n k := nn , 1n , 2 n , k + 1. In the n ! 1 limit,
where f L 1 ;L 2 `1; 2 = e x p ,`1+`2 2 =2: 15 We picture the limit as a mapping with edge-lengths", as in right of gure 2: there are two edges, a line of length L 1 and a loop of length L 2 .
Instead of starting with a single vertex, one can x k distinct vertices 1 ; : : : ; k and consider the graph of all iterates M j i ; j 0; 1 i k. Relabel vertex i as i and unlabel other vertices. Picture the resulting graph as on the top of gure 3, which s h o ws an example where no j falls in the orbit of any i ; i j . T ake e a c h edge to have length 1; then delete unlabeled degree-2 vertices to obtain a mapping with edge-lengths" where the edgelengths are integers. Call this graph ORBITS 1 ; : : : ; k ; M. For asymptotics, after suitably scaling edge-lengths we a n ticipate getting a mapping with edge-lengths" g as pictured on the bottom in gure 3. ii Each tree is an unordered binary tree, with labeled leaves. The degree-3 branchpoints within trees or where trees meet cycles are unlabeled.
iii The set of leaf-labels is k .
iv Each edge has a strictly positive real length.
Write G k f o r t h e s e t o f s u c h graphs, which one could call mappings with edge lengths. A graph g 2 G k can be speci ed by its shape pedantically, the shape is the equivalence class of isomorphic leaf-labeled graphs-withoutedge-lengths and by its edge-lengths. Inductively, the number of edges equals 2k adding a new leaf creates two extra edges and the number of shapes equals 2k ,1!! := 2k , 12k , 32k , 5 3 1 because the k'th leaf can be attached at 2k , 1 di erent places the 2k , 2 existing edges, or a new component. This closely parallels the discussion of tree-with-edgelengths in Section 2.1. Analogous to the de nition 1 of T k , we n o w d e n e a distribution for a random mapping with edge lengths, G k , as follows. Compare with 2 and note the missing prefactor in 17; a calculation at 19 later will illuminate the connection between f 2k and f 2k,1 . As before, de nition 16 implies that shapeG k is uniform on the 2k , 1!! possible shapes and that edge-lengths are independent of shape.
We c a n i n troduce weighted mappings in the same way a s w eighted trees:
there is a probability distribution weight function q = q n on n . We c a n talk about convergence in G k a s w e did in T k : g n ! g if shapeg n = shapeg ultimately and the edge-lengths converge. We c a n n o w c o p y the format of De nition 1.
De nition 12 A m o del of random weighted mappings M;q on n satis es the sampling invariance principle with scaling constants c = c n if, as n ! As noted below De nition 1, our standing hypothesis 3 on the weights q implies lim n P 1 ; : : : ; k distinct = 1 and we only require the left side to take v alues in G k o n e v ents of probability ! 1 a s n ! 1 .
A construction of G k
Motivation for studying the random mapping with edge-lengths G k with distribution 17 comes from its appearance as the limit 18 for the uniform random mapping this is elementary, or a special case of Theorem 25 below. Now w e already mentioned that the analogous random tree with edge-lengths T k has a direct line-breaking construction 4, 9 . W e w i l l s h o w below that there is a simple way to construct G k f r o m T k + 1 . This construction, illustrated in gure 4, is a graphs with edge lengths" analog of Joyal's bijection exploited in 6 , though we will not elaborate on the analogy here. Start with a tree with edge lengths t = t 1 with leaves labeled 0; 1; : : : ; k .
In the gure, leaf i is denoted i . Call the path from the root to leaf 0 the spine. L e t j 1 be the junction where the path from leaf 1 to the root meets the spine. At j 1 cut away the edge leading toward leaf 0. Make the line from j 1 to root into a cycle by identifying the root with j 1 , to form a component g 1 .
In the remaining part of the original tree, make a new root at the endpoint previously at j 1 to de ne a new tree with edge lengths, say t 2 . Repeat recursively, letting j 2 be the junction where the path in t 2 from the lowestnumbered leaf except 0 meets the spine, to construct another component g 2 with a cycle de ned by identifying its root with j 2 . C o n tinue until the remaining tree t j+1 consists only of leaf 0 and a single edge; discarding that tree, the components g 1 ; : : : ; g j form a mapping with edge lengths. Cycles are directed according to the direction along the original spine from the root to leaf 0.
Abusing notation slightly, w r i t e T 0; k for the set of trees with edge lengths with leaf-set f0; 1; : : : ; k g. Lemma 13 The map J : T 0; k ! G k described a b ove carries the probability density f 2k+1 de ned at 2 to the density f 2k de ned at 17. 4 Brownian bridge and random mapping-walks
Here we recall from 7 h o w to code a mapping as a walk, and a version of the functional invariance principle for the uniform model of random mappings.
Coding mappings as walks plus marks
Recall from Section 2.2 the coding of a rooted ordered tree as a walk. The corresponding coding for mappings is more intricate. Here's the key conceptual idea from 7 , with a di erent c o d i n g .
To a mapping M on n one can associate a walk and marks.
The walk and marks determine the mapping, up to vertex-labels. Given a mapping, the de nition of the walk and marks involves three levels of choices of orderings. a The trees in the mapping's digraph are naturally unordered trees"; we need to make them ordered trees. b The components of the digraph are unordered; we n e e d t o impose an order. c The trees attached to a cycle in a component are only cyclically ordered; we need to specify a rst" tree. The mapping and these choices determine the walk. Some choices will make the probabilistic structure more tractable. Here are the details, deferring order choices until later. A walk is a sequence 0 = w0; w 1; w 2; : : : ; w n , 1 satisfying wi 2 f 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : g; wi + 1 wi + 1 : So maybe wi + 1 w i , 1. The marks are integers 0 = d0 d 1 : : : n , 1, and for each m a r k ed integer dj w e require wdj = 0.
Using a mapping and order choices to de ne a walk and marks.
An order on components and an order of trees within each component specify an order on all the trees, so breaking cyclic edges makes a forest consisting of trees, whose roots are the original cyclic vertices whose trees are in speci ed order. To e a c h tree is associated a walk, as in Section 2.2. Concatenating the walksw for each tree, in the speci ed order of trees, gives the walk w for the mapping M, and de nes a relabeling of the vertices as f0; 1; : : : ; n , 1g. Then mark each i for which, after this relabeling, vertex i is in a di erent component of the mapping than all vertices i 0 i . So the marked vertices are the rst vertex of each component.
Using the walk and marks to de ne a mapping. We will label vertices as f0; 1; : : : ; n, 1g. The components of the digraph of M will be f0; 1; : : : ; d 1 We n o w specify our order choices, for coding a mapping as a walk. Other choices are possible, as discussed in 1 . The choices will use external randomization. a Within each tree, children of each v ertex are put in uniform random order.
b Order components in q-biased random order. That is, choose random v 1 2 n according to q n , and let C 1 be the component c o n taining vertex v 1 . Then choose random v 2 2 n n C 1 with probabilities proportional to q n , and let C 2 be the component c o n taining vertex v 2 ; and so on. c Within component C j , put trees in cyclic order such that the tree containing vertex v j is last.
Summary. Given a deterministic or random mapping on n , the construction above leads to a random walk wi; 0 i n , 1 and random marks 0 = d0 d 1 : : : n,1, and a relabeling of vertices by f0; 1; : : : ; n ,1g.
From the walk and marks we can reconstruct the mapping digraph, up to permutation of vertices. 
Rescaling mapping-walks
To discuss weak convergence as n ! 1 of mapping-walks wi; 0 i n = w n i; 0 i n associated with random mappings M = M n , w e need to introduce rescalings. Given weights qi = q n i, set i : = q0 + q1 + + qi , ii For trees t j ; : : : ; t J such that leftt j : : : leftt J and such that these are all the trees t with leftt 2 dr , 1; d r for some r, create a cyclic path between their roots, where the cyclic edge from roott i t o r o o t t i+1 has length lt i+1 , lt i f o r j i J , and the cyclic edge from roott J t o roott j has length ldr , lt J + lt j , ldr , 1.
Observe that external randomization appears twice in the statement o f Theorem 15: in the hypothesis of sampling invariance, and in the conclusion where the mapping-walk is de ned using q-biased random order of components. For the proof but not the statement it will be important t o t a k e these two randomization operations to be independent. So we n o w i n troduce i.i. Moreover the distribution of within-tree leaves is determined by the random depth-rst ordering imposed by that aspect of external randomization. So to prove that the limit distribution in Lemma 18 does not depend on the model of random mappings, it is enough to prove Proof. Let U n j ; j 1 be independent v ertices of M n with distribution q. For each n and k there is a random partition P n k of k de ned by j 1 
The functional invariance principle for random mappings
As we h a ve already mentioned, it is not easy to decide exactly how t o d ene the functional invariance principle for random mappings. Here is our tentative de nition.
De nition 21 A m o del of random weighted mappings M;q on n satis es the functional invariance principle with scaling constants c = c n if, as n ! 1 , the assertions of Theorem 14 hold with n ,1=2 replaced b y c n a n d the assertion of Proposition 20 holds.
With this de nition it is true though we omit details that the functional invariance principle implies the sampling invariance principle.
As with trees in Corollary 11, we can deduce convergence of maximal heights from the functional, but not sampling, invariance principle. To visualize the distinction between the sampling and functional invariance principles, consider mappings M n satisfying the functional invariance principle with respect to uniform weights. Take m = on and make a m a ppingM m+n by including an arbitrary mappingM m on fn+1; : : : ; n +mg.
ThenM m+n will still satisfy the sampling invariance principle, but in general not the functional invariance principle. One can easily make examples ofM m so that the convergence of maximum heights assertion in Corollary 22 fails, or the convergence of total cycle length 26 fails. Indeed this highlights a subtlety of the joint c o n vergence of component w eights and cycle lengths in 27; saying that the cycle lengths of the largest components converge is not saying that the longest cycle lengths converge. Example 26 later provides a more concrete example.
6 Models for non-uniform random mappings
As already mentioned, the de nition of the functional invariance principle for random mappings was motivated by Theorem 14, the case of uniform random mappings. There is no obvious mappings analog of CBPn trees, but p-trees and P-trees do have natural mapping analogs. In the next Sections we show that direct analysis of these models can lead to proofs of the sampling invariance principle. In particular, the sampling invariance principle holds for any weight functions q, with scaling constants c p .
The proof of the rst assertion will be given soon. The second assertion follows from the rst because, by relabeling vertices, the rst holds for any deterministic choice of k vertices, and hence for the q-random choices in the sampling invariance principle. Note in particular that Theorem 25 implies that, under 7, the rescaled cumulative height pro le converges Corollary 19. O'Cinneide and Pokrovskii 42 Theorem 2.1 used loosely similar methods to prove convergence under the same hypotheses of the rescaled cumulative h e i g h t process to an unspeci ed limit. The next example shows that 7 is not enough to imply the functional invariance principle, though we speculate that a very slight strengthening would be enough. Then the conditional probability of the event A r consists of L elements, distinct from each other and from n 1s r A s is at least 1=4 L . So the number Nm of such e v ents for some r m=2L tends in probability to in nity a s m ! 1 , b y speci cation of Lm. Now 1 ; : : : ; 46 Applying this analysis to a general possible g n 2 G k , we see that PORBITS k ; M = g n is precisely equal to a probability of the form appearing in Corollary 24, and so that Corollary implies 41.
Random walk P-mappings
Recall that a P-mapping is a random mapping M on n such that M1; : : : ; M n are independent w i t h PMi = j = p ij for a Markov transition matrix P. One can imagine qualitatively di erent h ypotheses on P which w ould lead to the sampling invariance principle note that in this context the stationary distribution of P would be a natural choice of weight function.
Here we shall indicate one possible ty p e o f h ypothesis. Suppose for some subsequence of n ! 1 w e h a ve size-n groups G n with group operation denoted by . Suppose each P = P n is of the form p ij = i ,1 j for some probability distribution = n on G n . That is, P is the transition matrix of a random walk X m = 1 2 : : : m whose steps have distribution . Suppose there exist constants = n ; t= t n and not depending on n such that the following hold as n ! 1 . i t ! 1 ; t = ! 0; n ,1=2 ! 0. ii n 1=2 P i=1 PX i = identity! 0.
iii EN jN 1 ! , w h e r e N : = P i=0 P j=0 1 X i =Y j for independent random walks X i and Y i with Y 0 independent uniform on G n . iv max g2Gn n 2 jPX t = g , n ,1 j ! 0. Proposition 27 2 Prop. 33 Under the hypotheses above, as n ! 1 n ,1=2 ORBITSidentity;M d ! G 1 :
Though we shall not give details, the analysis in 2 can be extended to show Proposition 28 Under the hypotheses above, M;uniform satis es the sampling invariance principle with constants n ,1=2 .
As an illustrative example 2 Example 34 take G n to be the cyclic group on f0; 1; : : : ; n ,1g and take i = 1 2n for i 6 = 1 a n d 1 = 7 Remarks a The coding of trees as walks in this paper is via depth rst search" or the exploration process", used also in e.g. 35 . See 38 for further references and the asymptotic equivalence of variant de nitions. Note that a di erent family of breadth-rst walks are used for other purposes, e.g. 5 .
b The literature on asymptotics for p-trees 18, 11, 9, 8 develops a complete theory of all possible limits of p-trees without assumption 7, in which setting the limit tree-with-edge-lengths T k will have some di erent distribution. This is the sense in which condition 7 is analogous to Lindeberg's condition in the central limit theorem. The method of deriving random p-mapping asymptotics from p-trees asymptotics via Joyal's bijection, mentioned in Section 1.1, should lead to a parallel complete description of all possible limits of p-mappings. We plan to investigate this elsewhere 6 . At a technical level, note that Theorem 25 holds for arbitrary weights q n whereas the method of 6 seems tied to the choice q n = p n . c Conceptually, one can think of using B jbrj to construct a continuum random mapping analogously to the continuum random trees constructed from Brownian excursion. This idea also may b e d e v eloped elsewhere. The technical heart of the argument is the following lemma, whose proof we defer. The integrand is bounded by 2 B, and combining with the symmetric con- 
